NOTES: (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED)

1. ALL HARDWARE TO BE TORQUED TO 20 FT-LBS.

2. THE BRACKET KIT INCLUDES CAL-WIRED HARDWARE AND A SET OF SST NUTS. THE SST NUTS MUST BE USED ON ANTENNA-SIDE BRACKETS THAT ATTACH TO THE ANTENNA AS SHOWN.

3. BILL OF MATERIAL ITEMS (PARTS LIST) THAT ARE LOOSE PART KITS SHALL HAVE INDIVIDUAL ITEMS WITHIN THE KIT ASSEMBLY INDICATED AS FOLLOWS:

TIGHT PART NUMBER WITHIN KIT ASSY
ITEM NUMBER FROM ACTIVE PARTS LIST

412-048-1233-V5, 22 PLCS EA.
412-058-1338-V5, 4 PLCS EA.
412-067-1332-V5, 12 PLCS EA.
412-40-2721-V5, 22 PLCS EA.
412-46-2721-V5, 22 PLCS EA.

TOP BRACKET

BOTTOM BRACKET

SIDE VIEW

DETAIL A

SCALE 3:4
HOLE STAMPED O THRU 12 PER DEGREES OF TILT, REQUIRE 43 IN SPACING BETWEEN MOUNT POINTS

1. MUST USE SST NUTS TO ATTACH ANTENNA-SIDE BRACKET MOUNT POINTS TO THE HOUSING (4 PLCS EA.)
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